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============

The emergence of collective dynamics in networks of coupled oscillatory units is a fascinating phenomenon observed in science and technology (Strogatz [@CR40]; Pikovsky et al. [@CR37]). Symmetric phase oscillator networks provide paradigmatic models to understand collective dynamics in the weak coupling limit (Strogatz [@CR41]; Acebrón et al. [@CR3]; Tchistiakov [@CR42]; Ashwin et al. [@CR12]). Such dynamical systems with symmetry are equivariant with respect to the action of a group (Golubitsky et al. [@CR24]; Golubitsky and Stewart [@CR23]; Field [@CR22]), that is, the vector field commutes with the group action on phase space. Equivariance implies that any solution of the system is mapped to another solution by the action of the symmetry group and it typically constrains the dynamics, for example, by giving rise to dynamically invariant subspaces. The solutions themselves may (but do not have to) have nontrivial symmetry, that is, there may be nontrivial elements elements of the symmetry group that keep the solution fixed, either pointwise or as a set. For example, for globally coupled identical oscillators, the solution corresponding to full synchrony, where the states of all oscillators are equal, has full symmetry itself. Of course, there may be other solution with less symmetry relative to the symmetries of the system.

Recently, the observation of "symmetry breaking" in symmetrically coupled phase oscillator systems, i.e., the observation of solutions with localized synchronous dynamics coexisting with localized incoherence, has sparked a lot of interest. Such solutions, commonly known as chimera states---see Panaggio and Abrams ([@CR35]) for a recent review---were first observed in symmetric rings of coupled phase oscillators (Kuramoto and Battogtokh [@CR28]; Abrams and Strogatz [@CR1]). In the limit of infinitely many oscillators, they correspond to stationary or periodic patterns of the phase density distribution (Abrams et al. [@CR2]; Omel'chenko [@CR31]). By contrast, it was not until recently that Ashwin and Burylko ([@CR6]) gave a testable mathematical definition for chimera states, a *weak chimera*, for networks of finitely many phase oscillators whose phases $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Weak chimeras and angular frequency synchronization relate to symmetry. Assuming that all limits ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) exist, we have a frequency vector$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\tau _{kj}A$$\end{document}$ may not be a weak chimera or even a solution of the system at all. Interestingly, while it has been argued that chimera states are relevant due to their nature of solutions with broken symmetry (Abrams and Strogatz [@CR1]), their properties have never been phrased in terms of symmetries of the dynamical system.

The contribution of this paper is twofold: First, we give a definition of a weak chimera in the language of equivariant dynamical systems and, second, we show that symmetries of the solution are not necessary for the occurrence of weak chimeras. More precisely, we define weak chimeras in terms of the isotropy of the angular frequency vector which can be stated for more general oscillator systems. We observe that, in a suitable setup, asymptotic angular frequencies are averages of equivariant observables. Therefore, symmetries of solutions translate directly into symmetries of the angular frequencies. Thus, the presence of symmetries of solutions facilitates the emergence of weak chimeras and, in fact, most weak chimeras that have been constructed explicitly (Ashwin and Burylko [@CR6]; Panaggio et al. [@CR36]; Bick and Ashwin [@CR15]) are solutions with (instantaneous) symmetries. Is it possible to construct weak chimeras without instantaneous or setwise symmetries for which the angular frequencies have symmetries that are not a property of the solution itself? This question motivates the second contribution. Extending recent persistence results (Bick and Ashwin [@CR15]) that rely on constructing generalized coupling functions between oscillators, we prove a persistence result for weak chimeras with trivial symmetry in weakly coupled populations of phase oscillators. Moreover, we present an explicit example of a $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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This paper is organized as follows. In Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}, we review some terminology on equivariant dynamics that is needed in the subsequent sections. In Sect. [3](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"}, we then apply these notions to general oscillator systems with symmetry which yields a new definition of a weak chimera in terms of symmetries of the angular frequency vector. As we show in Sect. [4](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"}, this definition is compatible with previous definitions. In Sect. [5](#Sec10){ref-type="sec"}, we prove a persistence result for weak chimeras without instantaneous or average symmetries. Finally, we present an explicit example of a coupling function which gives rise to chaotic weak chimeras with trivial symmetries in Sect. [6](#Sec14){ref-type="sec"} and finish with some concluding remarks.

Preliminaries {#Sec2}
=============

Quasi-Regular Points {#Sec3}
--------------------
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### Theorem 1 {#FPar1}

(Schwartzman [@CR38]; Oxtoby [@CR34]) The set of points which are not quasi-regular has zero measure with respect to every finite measure on $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Equivariant Dynamical Systems {#Sec4}
-----------------------------
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### Remark 1 {#FPar3}

The same statement holds for repellers---dynamically invariant sets that are attractors when time is reversed. However, it does not necessarily hold for dynamically invariant sets of saddle type, sets that are attracting (or repelling) in a more general sense, or heteroclinic attractors.
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### Corollary 1 {#FPar4}
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Equivariant Observables {#Sec5}
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### Definition 1 {#FPar6}
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The converse does not hold for general observables. *Detectives* (Golubitsky and Stewart [@CR23]; Barany et al. [@CR13]; Dellnitz et al. [@CR19]; Ashwin and Nicol [@CR7]) are an important class of observables for which the isotropy is generically equal to the symmetries on average. Given a suitably large $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Weak Chimeras and Symmetries on Average {#Sec6}
=======================================

Isotropy of Angular Frequencies and Weak Chimeras {#Sec7}
-------------------------------------------------
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### Definition 2 {#FPar7}
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### Definition 3 {#FPar8}
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### Remark 2 {#FPar9}

Asymptotic winding (or rotation) numbers can be defined in a more general setting: they quantify how trajectories of a given flow wind around a topological space $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Note that the weak chimeras of Definition [3](#FPar8){ref-type="sec"} are defined solely in terms of the symmetry properties of the system. Moreover, the definition extends beyond the weak coupling limit of interacting limit cycle oscillators (Ashwin and Swift [@CR9]): Systems of the form ([11](#Equ11){ref-type=""}) describe dynamical systems close to a Hopf bifurcation (Ashwin and Rodrigues [@CR8]) or more general oscillator models where "amplitude-mediated chimeras" have been observed (Sethia et al. [@CR39]). Moreover, the next proposition asserts that the change in argument of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Proposition 2 {#FPar10}

Suppose that *z*(*t*) is a solution of ([11](#Equ11){ref-type=""}) such that there are $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Proof {#FPar11}
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Definition [3](#FPar8){ref-type="sec"} is compatible with the action of the symmetry group on $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Proposition 3 {#FPar12}
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### Proof {#FPar13}
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This implies in particular that the isotropy of the angular frequency vectors are conjugate if weak chimeras are related by symmetry. If $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Symmetries Imply Frequency Synchronization {#Sec8}
------------------------------------------

Intuitively speaking, a weak chimera *A* consists of solutions of ([11](#Equ11){ref-type=""}) along which the average angular frequencies have some symmetries but not too many. Inclusion ([10](#Equ10){ref-type=""}) implies$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \left\{ {{\mathrm{id}}}\right\} \subset T(A)\subset \Sigma (A)\subset \Gamma _{\Omega (A)}\subset \Gamma \subset {\mathbf {S}}_n. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$Consequently, if a solution has nontrivial instantaneous symmetry, then the corresponding angular frequency vector has nontrivial isotropy. Similarly, the angular frequency vector of dynamically invariant sets with nontrivial setwise symmetry has nontrivial isotropy. For invariant sets with nontrivial (setwise or instantaneous) symmetry, ([15](#Equ15){ref-type=""}) implies that one condition of Definition [3](#FPar8){ref-type="sec"} is automatically satisfied. In that sense, the presence of symmetries "facilitates" the occurrence of weak chimera states.

More generally speaking, symmetries of the system give sufficient conditions for angular frequency synchronization (Golubitsky et al. [@CR25]). These are not necessary as there may be other dynamically invariant subspaces where oscillators are phase and frequency locked which are not induced by symmetry but rather by balanced polydiagonals of colored graphs (Antoneli and Stewart [@CR4]).

Weak Chimeras for Networks of Phase Oscillators {#Sec9}
===============================================

Definition [3](#FPar8){ref-type="sec"} relates to the original definition of a weak chimera for networks of coupled phase oscillators (Ashwin and Burylko [@CR6]). We will not restrict ourselves to systems ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) but consider a more general setup that may include, for example, nonpairwise interactions (Ashwin and Rodrigues [@CR8]; Bick et al. [@CR17]). More precisely, let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Persistence of Weak Chimeras Without Symmetry on Average for Diffusively Coupled Phase Oscillators {#Sec10}
==================================================================================================

The inclusions ([15](#Equ15){ref-type=""}) in Sect. [3.2](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"} imply that any (nontrivial) instantaneous or average symmetry of a dynamically invariant set gives nontrivial isotropy of the angular frequency vector. This is the case for the weak chimeras constructed in (Ashwin and Burylko [@CR6]; Panaggio et al. [@CR36]; Bick and Ashwin [@CR15]). In this section, we construct weak chimeras with trivial average symmetries for systems consisting of two weakly interacting populations of phase oscillators.

Coupling Function Separability for Symmetric Diffusively Coupled Phase Oscillators {#Sec11}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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### Remark 3 {#FPar17}

The notion of function coupling separability and Lemma [1](#FPar15){ref-type="sec"} generalize to a finite number of sets $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Relative Equilibria with Trivial Symmetry {#Sec12}
-----------------------------------------

We now show that choosing the coupling function appropriately in an arbitrarily small neighborhood of zero gives rise to asymptotically stable relative equilibria with trivial symmetry for ([22](#Equ22){ref-type=""}).
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### Lemma 2 {#FPar18}
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Chaotic weak chimeras have many features associated with classical chimera states including positive maximal Lyapunov exponents. Hence, rather than using a hyperbolicity argument to construct nonchaotic weak chimeras as in (Ashwin and Burylko [@CR6]), we aim to construct weak chimeras with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Weak chimeras in the product system persist for weak coupling $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Theorem 2 {#FPar20}
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The following statement asserts that trivial symmetries in the factors carry over to the product dynamics.

### Lemma 3 {#FPar22}
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Combining the perturbation result Theorem [2](#FPar20){ref-type="sec"} with the symmetry considerations, we can now state the main theorem of this section. In order to apply Theorem [2](#FPar20){ref-type="sec"}, we make a slightly stronger assumption concerning stability of the relative periodic orbits.
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A Numerical Example of a Chaotic Weak Chimera with Trivial Symmetry {#Sec14}
===================================================================
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Further numerical investigation shows that there is multistability for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Discussion {#Sec15}
==========
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Using coupling functions that give rise to relative equilibria with trivial symmetry, we showed that for symmetric phase oscillator systems that there are indeed weak chimeras that have symmetries in the frequencies that are not present in the solutions. This motivates some further symmetry-related questions. For example, what are the possible isotropy groups of the angular frequency vector for a $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varepsilon $$\end{document}$ close to zero. Thus, are there chaotic weak chimeras with trivial symmetry for "strongly coupled" populations of phase oscillators? Moreover, in general, there will be more than one ergodic invariant measure supported on a weak chimera. For each of these measures, we obtain asymptotic angular frequency vectors that potentially have different isotropy. While the set of all measures supported on the invariant set of interest (Jenkinson [@CR26]) yields bounds of the asymptotic angular frequencies (see also Bick and Ashwin [@CR15]), a more detailed understanding what the specific isotropy subgroups for the invariant measures are and how they bifurcate would be desirable.

It is also worth noting that asymptotic angular frequencies as averages and their isotropy may still be well defined if the permutational symmetry of the system is broken due to a (small) perturbation. However, care has to be taken to extend the notion of a weak chimera to nearly symmetric systems since symmetry breaking can have drastic effects on frequency synchronization (Ashwin et al. [@CR11]).

"Classical" chimera states were first observed on rings of nonlocally coupled phase oscillators (Kuramoto and Battogtokh [@CR28]). A finite-dimensional approximation yields a dynamical system that is equivariant with respect to the action of the dihedral group (Ashwin and Swift [@CR9]). Roughly speaking, classical chimeras on finite-dimensional rings are trajectories that show characteristic angular frequency synchronization for some finite time as they exhibit pseudo-random drift along the ring before converging to the fully synchronized state (Omel'chenko et al. [@CR33]; Wolfrum and Omel'chenko [@CR44]). These are not weak chimeras in the sense defined above. By contrast, initial conditions in the (dynamically invariant) fixed point spaces of a reflection symmetry yield symmetric solutions that eventually converge to the fully synchronized state (Omel'chenko [@CR32]), resembling a transient weak chimera. Interestingly, the chaotic weak chimeras constructed here share an important feature with these "classical" chimera states: The isotropy of the angular frequency vector may be larger than the symmetry of the solution itself as the oscillators in the "coherent" region are never perfectly phase synchronized. Thus, clarifying the relationship between classical chimera states on rings and the symmetry of the system further---also with respect to the symmetries of the system that describes the continuum limit---provides exciting directions for future research.

Appendix: A Trigonometric Polynomial Coupling Function {#Sec16}
======================================================

The Fourier coefficients of ([32](#Equ32){ref-type=""}) in Sect. [6](#Sec14){ref-type="sec"} are given by$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} a_6&=-0.676135392447403&\zeta _6&=0.846647746060342\\ a_8&=0.844660333390606&\zeta _8&=0.954985847962987 \\ a_{10}&=0.087624615584542&\zeta _{10}&= 0.212748482509925 \\ a_{12}&=-0.644961491438887&\zeta _{12}&= 0.025296512718163 \\ a_{14}&= -0.459724407978054&\zeta _{14}&= 0.180050952622569\\ a_{16}&= -1.175355598611419&\zeta _{16}&= 0.835173783095831 \\ a_{18}&=0.799302873723814&\zeta _{18}&= 0.850732311209280 \\ a_{20}&= -1.303832930713680&\zeta _{20}&= 0.863697094160152 \\ a_{22}&= 0.094742514998172&\zeta _{22}&= 0.355260772731067 \\ a_{24}&= -2.293749915528502&\zeta _{24}&= 0.463364388737488 \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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One can think of each complex variables $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We obtain ([22](#Equ22){ref-type=""}) by setting $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Integration was carried out in MATLAB using the variable order scheme ode113 with a adaptive time step $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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